
Window picture "Kobold" with chalk marker
Instructions No. 1997
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour

With chalk markers you can easily achieve beautiful effects on your window panes. Our pattern with gnomes conjures up a
Christmassy picture on your windows. Beautiful to look at from inside and outside.

This is how the great window picture is created:
Chalk marker are super easy to apply and can be easily removed again. A damp cloth or glass cleaner is sufficient for this and you can already apply a new
motif. Even small mistakes can be eliminated quickly 

Before you start to paint, you should Marker shake well with cap closed. Pump the Marker with the tip down on a piece Paper until the paint flows into the tip 

It is best to clean windows beforehand with glass cleaner and put on gloves so that you don't get grease stains on the windows when painting 

While painting, it is advisable to have a lint-free cloth, cotton swabs and glass cleaner at hand so that you can immediately wipe away small mistakes 

Also, if you are right-handed, it is best to start at the top left if you are right-handed, so that the motifs are not blurred again with the back of your hand when
you paint. Left-handed people start to paint on the top right 

Print out the pattern and stick it with a few adhesive strips on the back of the window. Now you can transfer the motif to the window using the above advice.

Article number Article name Qty
762335-01 KREUL Chalky Chalk marker "Medium"Snow White 1
762335-03 KREUL Chalky Chalk marker "Medium"Cozy Red 1
762335-06 KREUL Chalky Chalk marker "Medium"Rosemary Green 1
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